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Meeting #636 
 

CAPISTRANO BAY DISTRICT 

AGENDA REPORT 

October 31, 2017 

 

Security Reports 

ITEM 6b 
SPEED BUMP IN 600-BLOCK and MISC. ITEMS 

 
The Board approved the installation of an additional set of rubber speed bumps, called ‘speed 
cushions’, placed in the roadway adjacent to 35615 Beach Road.  This is in response to 
complaints of speeding along this stretch of roadway.  The material has been delivered and will 
be installed on Friday 10/27. 
 

Miscellaneous Security Items 
 
Call-in Password for phone calls to guard shack 
All security officers have been reminded that it is required security procedure to request the 
password from homeowners to confirm their ID when calling the gate even when the caller’s 
voice is familiar and recognizable. 
 
Verify Authorization for UPS/Cox/SDGE/Amazon/Etc 
Standard procedure for gate officers is to verify driver ID, company affiliation and capture the 
vehicle license plate.  The license plate number is essential in case the other ID information 
turns out to be fraudulent and a criminal issue arises. 
 
Electronic Patrol Check-in Stations throughout the Community 
Securitas has installed a system of electronic check-in stations along the roadway to ensure that 
patrol officers are touring the entire road on a regular basis.  By using a special application on 
the security smart-phone, the program logs in the date/time of the officer’s visit to that location 
and retains the site data that is easy to follow by supervisors.  This program will be of special 
benefit during the late night and early morning hours to see if the officers are truly patrolling. 
 
Pick up Old Newspapers on Driveways 
All security officers have been reminded that old newspapers cannot be allowed to accumulate 
on homeowners’ driveways as it is an indication that someone is not present at the home. 
 
Utility Spotlight for Patrol Vehicle 
Both the District’s Police Vehicle and the Securitas Patrol vehicle are equipped with forward-
facing and side-facing ‘alley lights’ on the respective light bars that are activated from within the 
vehicle.  These lights are intended for illuminating shadows and other dark areas at night where 
trespassers might try to duck out of sight when the security vehicle is approaching. 
 
 


